Gambia Retrospective

Please direct any questions to info@opnfv.org
MS1 – project release plans

- Continue to vary widely in quality and content
- Important for identifying accomplishments and features to use to promote the release.
- Several projects making use of suggested release plan template
  - Helpful?
MS2 – test case database

• Ongoing problems with TC database
  – No longer maintained by Serena
  – Documentation?
  – Status?
  – Who owns?

• Notes
  – Currently restricted to PTL
  – Old documentation is inaccurate.
Milestone 3 – Installer Integration with OpenStack

- MS3.2 was eliminated and requirements collapsed into MS3.1
  - Helpful?
- We may revert to a single milestone again to simplify release management.
Milestone 4 – Test Framework Ready

• Issues
  – Not evaluated. Still need better definition.
  – What compliance criteria should be used?
    • Simple assertion?
    • Self test results?
    • Which projects?
• May eliminate for future releases
Milestone 5 – Scenario Integration and Feature Freeze

- **Issues:**
  - Scenario status page not consistently updated
    - Need to follow up on previous suggestion to document scenarios in the project info file instead of a wiki page
- **Notes**
  - Trevor and Sofia express skepticism about using the project file vs. the wiki, i.e., just shifts the location of the documentation without affecting behavior.
Milestone 6 – Test Case Implementation / Preliminary Documentation

• Issues:
  – Failed to validate preliminary documentation, which led to disruption and delay with the final documentation. This emphasizes the importance of this milestone.
Milestone 7 – Stable Branch window closed

• Eliminated stable branch window. Simply used MS7 as “complete by” date.
  – Helpful?

• Notes:
  – Consider having LF release engineering implement stable branch for all projects.
Milestone 9 - documentation

- Sub-modules eliminated.
- Delay due to failure to verify prelim documentation at MS6
Milestone 10 – JIRA issues updated

• Continue to have only fair compliance.
  – Many issues still retain old releases in the “fix version” field
Milestone 11 - Tagging

- New automation used for tagging in Fraser.
- Helpful?
Other Issues

• Release Plan Evolution
  – Still struggling to develop the new continuous release process
  – Release Process WG meeting regularly

• Changes in release management resources
  – This will necessarily drive process simplification
  – May require more reliance on participants to drive the process
Questions?

Please direct any questions or comments to info@opnfv.org